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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Complainants Select Comfort Corporation and Select Comfort SC Corporation

(“Complainants”) respectfully request that the U.S. Intemational Trade Commission

(“Commission”) institute an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as

amended, l9 U.S.C. § 1337 (“Section 337”) to remedy the unlawful importation into the United

States, sale for importation into the United States, and/or sale within the United States after

importation by the owner, consignee, or entities having a nexus to importation of certain air

mattress bed systems, components thereof, and methods of using the same (collectively

“Accused Products”), that infringe one or more valid and enforceable claims of U.S. Patent Nos.

6,804,848 or 7,389,554 (respectively, “the ’848 Patent” and “the ’554 Patent” and collectively

“the Asserted Patents”) assigned to Select Comfort SC Corporation (“Comfortaire”), the wholly

owned subsidiary of Select Comfort Corporation (“Select Comfort”).

2. Complainants are U.S. companies that provide products and services, including

adjustable air mattress bed systems, and components of adjustable air mattress bed systems.

Complainants design and manufacture adjustable air mattress bed systems and components of the

adjustable air mattress bed system, in the United States, and sell the same to consumers

throughout the United States and the world.

3. An industry exists in the United States related to articles protected by the Asserted

Patents, as required by Section 337 (a)(2) and defined by Section 337 (a)(3). Complainants’

adjustable air mattress bed systems are market successes. Specifically, Complainants’ adjustable

air mattress bed systems have significantly changed the specialty sleep industry by providing an

alternative to traditional innerspring mattresses, and have repeatedly improved the technology

behind adjustable air mattresses, transforming them from noisy and uncomfortable substitutes for



inner spring mattresses into luxury items that give consumers precise control over the firmness of

their mattress.

4. This complaint is based on the proposed Respondents’ unlawfiil, unfair, and

unauthorized importation into the United States, sale for importation into the United States,

and/or sale within the United States after importation of certain air mattress bed systems and

components thereof.

5. The proposed Respondents are American National Manufacturing, Inc.

(“American National”), Elements of Rest Inc. (“Elements”), Responsive Surface Technology

LLC (“Rest”), and Dires LLC, d/b/a Personal Comfort Bed (“Personal Comfort”) (collectively,

“proposed Respondents”).

6. Each of the proposed Respondents sells within the United States products which

infringe the ‘848 Patent and the ‘554 Patent. The infringing products sold in the United States

are assembled from components which have been imported into the United States. The imported

components are substantial and material components of the infringing products.

7. Personal Comfort brand products infringing the ‘848 Patent include, but are not

limited to, the Personal Comfort brand A2 to A4 from the Classic series, A5 and A6 from the

Advanced series, A8, A10, and Silver sLE from the Elegance series, H9 and H11 from the

Memory Foam series, and the Online Addition beds. These beds include mattress components

such as an adjustable sleep surface, adjustable base, and air chambers (“Personal Comfort ‘848

Products”).

8. American National brand products infringing the ‘848 Patent include the Instant

Comfort brand 2500, 3500, 4500, 5500, 6500, 7500, 8500, and 9500 series beds and the l0k3
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series beds (“Instant Comfort ‘848 Products”). These beds include an adjustable sleep surface,

adjustable base, and air chambers.

9. Element and Rest brand products infringing _the‘848 Patent include the Prevail

series bed and the ReST series bed (“Elements and Rest ‘848 Products”). These beds include an

adjustable sleep surface, adjustable base, and air chambers.

10. The following table identifies the claims of the patent asserted against each of the

proposed Respondents.

. Proposed L t 2 Patent N0. ,7 , p Asserted Claims
Respondents

Elements 7,389,554 1, 5, 6, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24,

Rest and 26.

American National 7,389,554 l9, 20, and 24.

Personal Comfort

American National 6,804,848 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, and 24.

Personal Comfort

Elements

Rest

l 1. To remedy proposed Respondents’ continuing unfair and unlawful violations of

Section 337, Complainants seek, as permanent relief, a limited exclusion order pursuant to l9

U.S.C. § l337(d) barring from entry into the United States proposed Respondents’ products and

components thereof that infringe one or more of the Asserted Claims of the ’848 or ’554 Patents.

Complainants’ also seek cease and desist orders pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(f) prohibiting each

domestic Respondent from engaging in the importation into the United States, as Wellas the sale

within the United States after importation, the offer for sale, advertising, and soliciting of the sale

of products that infringe one or more claims of the ’848 or ’554 patents. Further, Complainants

request that the Commission impose a bond upon proposed Respondents’ importation of
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infringing products during the 60-day Presidential review period pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § l337(j)

to prevent further injury to Complainants’ domestic industry.

II. THE PARTIES

A. Complainants

12. Complainant Select Comfort Corporation (“Select Comfort”) is a Mimiesota

corporation founded in 1987 with its principal place of business at 9800 59mAvenue North

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55442. Select Comfort is a publically traded company on the NASDAQ

as SCSS. Select Comfort is in the business of designing, manufacturing, and selling adjustable

air mattress systems, most notably the Sleep Number® bed, and components thereof, including

products that practice the Asserted Patents.

13. Complainant Select Comfort SC Corporation (“Comfortaire”), a whollyiowned

subsidiary of Select Comfort Corporation, is located at 103 Shaw Street Greenville, South

Carolina 29609. Comfortaire is in the business of designing, manufacturing, and selling

adjustable air mattress systems, and components thereof, including products that practice the

Asserted Patents.

B. Proposed Respondents

American National Manufacturing Inc.

14. Upon information and belief, American National Manufacturing Inc. (“American

National”) is a California corporation organized and existing under the laws of California, with

its principal place of business at 252 Mariah Circle, Corona, California 92879. Exhibit 14.

Upon information and belief, American National is in the business of manufacturing and selling

air mattress bed systems under the brand Instant Comfort. Exhibit 15. Upon information and

belief, American National’s air mattress bed systems include components manufactured by

Jiangyin Cotton Textile and Garments and Xienci Leads of China, Motor Electric Manufacturing
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Company and Rimco Resources Development of Hong Kong. Exhibit 8 and Confidential

Exhibit 29. Upon information and belief, the air mattress system components are imported into

the United Stated and the manufactured air mattress systems are sold to U.S. consumers under

the brands Personal Comfort and Instant-Comfort. See Exhibits 8 and 15.

15. On information and belief, American National manufactures air mattress bed

systems for several companies. Sec Confidential Exhibits 29. The consumer air mattress bed

systems that American National manufactures are substantially similar in design, structure, and

function. See Confidential Exhibits 29.

Dires LLC dba Personal Comfort Bed

16. Upon information and belief, Dires, LLC, is a Delaware Limited Liability

Company organized and existing under the laws of Delaware, with its principal place of business

at 3411 Lake Breeze Drive, Orlando, Florida 32808. See Exhibit 5. Upon information and

belief, Dires, LLC does business as Personal Comfort Bed. See Exhibit 6. Upon information

and belief, Dires, LLC is in the business of selling in the United States after importation air

mattress bed systems and components thereof. See Exhibit 7. Upon information and belief,

Dires, LLC purchases through American National Manufacturing Inc. air mattress bed systems

and components of air mattress systems manufactured by Jiangyin Cotton Textile and Garments

and Xienci Leads of China, and Rimco Resources Development of Hong Kong and imports the

same into the United States and sells them under the Personal Comfort Bed brand name. See

Exhibit 8 and Confidential Exhibit 29.

Elements and Rest

17. On information and belief, Elements of Rest Inc. (“Elements”) is a Delaware

corporation with a principle place of business at 1000 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30318.
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Exhibit 9. Upon information and belief, Elements is in the business of selling air mattress bed

systems and components thereof to consumers in the United States l.11'1ClCX‘the brand ReST.

Exhibit 10. Upon information and believe American National manufactures air mattress bed

systems sold by Elements. See Confidential Exhibit 29 and compare Exhibits 11 and 19. Upon

infonnation and belief, Elements air mattress bed systems include material components sourced

from outside the United States, such as components manufactured by Jiangyin Cotton Textile

and Garments and Xienci Leads of China, and Rimco Resources Development of Hong Kong.

Exhibits 8, 19, and Confidential Exhibit 29.

18. On information and belief, Responsive Surface Technology LLC (“Rest”) is a

Georgia corporation with a principle place of business at 1000 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Georgia

30318. Exhibit 12. Upon information and belief, Rest is in the business of selling air mattress

bed systems and components thereof to consumers in the United States under the brand ReST.

Exhibit 13. Upon information and believe American National manufactures air mattress bed

systems sold by Rest. Compare Exhibits ll and 19. Upon information and belief, ReST air

mattress bed systems include material components sourced from outside the United States, such

as components manufactured by Jiangyin Cotton Textile and Garments and Xienci Leads of

China, and Rimco Resources Development of Hong Kong. Exhibits 8, 15, and Confidential

Exhibit 29.

III. THE TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

l9. The technology at issue is an adjustable air mattress system and components

thereof. Traditional mattresses offer a static lcvcl of firmness to consumers, so if the bed is

shared, both persons using it must agree on the firmness level. Further, even if the mattress is

not shared, some people may wish to adjust the firmness of their mattress periodically, Without
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buying an entirely new mattress. Traditional inner spring mattresses cannot solve this problem;

such mattresses have unifonn, constant firmness.

20. An adjustable air mattress bed system, on the other hand, can be designed to allow

for individualize comfort sections, which allows those with different firmness preferences to

share the same bed without compromising comfort. Further, an adjustable air mattress system

allows a mattress’s firmness to be changed over time, allowing persons whose desired firmness

changes to have, for example, a relatively firm mattress one night and a soft one the next.

21. The patented technologies relate to the components, construction, and functional

design of an adjustable mattress bed system, particularly the positioning of air chambers and

support. Also with respect to the ‘554 patent, the technology relates to individually adjustable

and elevatable sleep surfaces. '

22. Select Comfort implements the patented technology in its Sleep NLunber®bed

systems and Comfortaire implements the patented technology in its adjustable air mattress bed

systems‘. ,

23. The Personal Comfort Accused Products include, but are not limited to, the A2 to

A6 (including FlexHead EK), Silver sLE (including Flex Head EK), A8 and A10 (including Flex

Head EK), and H9 and H11 (including FlexHead EK), including an adjustable sleep surface and

adjustable base. The American National Accused Products include, but are not limited to, the

Instant Comfort brand 2500, 3500, 4500, 5500, 6500, 7500, 8500, and 9500 series (including

Flex Head) and l0k3 series beds (including Flex Head). The Elements and Rest Accused

Products include, but are not limited to the Prevail and ReST brand beds (including the Split

King).

IV. THE ASSERTED ’848 PATENT

A. Identification of the Patent and Ownership
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24. Complainants assert that each of the proposed Respondents infringe claims 1, 3,

4, 5, 6, 10, 14, and 24 of the ‘848 Patent. By way of assignment, Comfortaire owns the entire

rights, title, and interest in the ‘848 Patent, which is entitled “High-Profile Mattress Having an

Upper Low-Profile Module with an Air Posturizing Sleep Surface.” Exhibit 3 and Confidential

Exhibits 32 and 33. Comfortaire Corporation is the assignee named on the face of the patent.

The assignment records indicate that Comfortaire Corporation later assigned the patent to Select

Comfort SC Corporation, which is the wholly owned subsidiary of Select Comfort Corporation.

All maintenance fees for the ’848 Patent have been paid, and no fees are currently due. The ‘848

Patent is valid and enforceable.

25. The ‘S48 Patent was issued on October l9, 2004 from U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. l0/389,173, which was filed on March l4, 2003. Eric Rose is listed as inventors on

the face of the patent. The ’848 Patent has twenty-five claims, including four independent

claims.

26. Pursuant to Commission Rules 210.12(a)(9)(i)-(ii), a certified copy of the ’848

Patent and a certified copy of the full assignment record for the ’848 Patent are attached hereto

as Exhibits 1 and 3, respectively.

27. Pursuant to Commission Rule 21O.12(c)(1), a certified copy of the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office prosecution file history for the ’848 Patent is provided in Appendix A. Also,

pursuant to Commission Rule 21O.l2(c)(2), copies of each patent and the applicable pages of

each technical reference mentioned in the prosecution file history of the ’848 Patent is provided

in Appendix C.
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B. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Inventionl

28. The ‘848 Patent relates generally to the components, construction, and design of a

high-profile air mattress bed system. The claimed construction is used with air mattress bed

systems such as the Sleep Number® bed and Comfortaire Nouvelle and Ultimate series bed. The

‘848 Patent describes an air sleep system having an upper air posturizing sleep surface

comprising an upper mattress air posturizing module having an adjustable air posturizing sleep

surface, a mattress base module supporting said air posturing module, and first and second

mattress cases being secured with one another and forming an integral mattress structure. The

‘848 Patent describes various embodiments of an air sleep system.

C. Foreign Counterparts to the ’848 Patent

29. In accordance with Commission Rule 21O.12(a)(9)(v), on information and belief,

there are no foreign patents or foreign patent applications to the ’848 Patent. On information and

belief, there are no foreign patent applications corresponding to the ’848 Patent that have been

denied, abandoned, or withdrawn.

D. Licensees of the ‘848 Patent

30. There are no licensees to the ‘848 patent.

V. THE ASSERTED ’554 PATENT

_ A. Identification of the Patent and Ownership

31. Complainants assert that Elements and Rest infringe claims 1, 5, 6, 16, 19, 20, 22,

24, and 26 of the ‘S54 Patent and assert that Personal Comfort and American National infringe

claims 19, 20, and 24 of the ‘S54 Patent. The ‘554 Patent is entitled, “Air Sleep System with

1 This non-technical description of the invention herein is presented for general background
purposes only. This description it intended to, and does not, construe either the specification
or claims of the ‘848 Patent.
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Dual Elevating Air Posturizing Sleep Surfaces.” Select Comfort’s wholly owned subsidiary,

Select Comfort SC Corporation, owns the entire rights, title, and interest in the ‘554 Patent,

which was purchased from Comfoitaire Corporation, the assignee named on the face of the

patent. Exhibit 4 and Confidential Exhibits 32 and 33. All maintenance fees for the ’554 Patent

has been paid, and no fees are currently due. The ‘544 Patent is valid and enforceable.

32. The ‘554 Patent was issued on June 24, 2008 from U.S. Patent Application Serial

No. 11/173,543, which was filed on July 1, 2005. Eric Rose is listed as the inventor on the face

of the patent. The ’554 Patent has thirty-two (32) claims, including four independent claims

(claims 1, 16, 22, and 26) and twenty-eight (28) dependent claims with various dependencies.

Claims 2-15 depend directly or indirectly from claim 1; claims l7-21 depend directly or

indirectly from claim 16; claims 23-25 depend directly or indirectly from claim 22; and claims

27-32 depend directly or indirectly from claim 26.

33. Pursuant to Commission Rules 21O.12(a)(9)(i)-(ii), a certified copy of the ’554 '

Patent and a certified copy of the assignment record for the ’554 Patent are attached hereto as

Exhibits 2 and 4, respectively. 1

34. Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(c)(1), a certified copy of the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office prosecution history for the ’554 Patent is provided in Appendix B. Pursuant to

Commission Rule 210. 12(c)(2), copies of each patent and the applicable pages of each technical

reference mentioned in the prosecution history of the ’554 Patent is provided in Appendix D.

B. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Inventionz

2 This non-technical description of the invention herein is presented for general background
purposes only. This description is not intended to, and does not, construe either the
specification or claims of the ‘554 Patent.
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35. The ‘554 Patent relates generally to an adjustable air mattress system with

elevatable dual air posturizing sleep surfaces. The ‘S54 Patent describes an adjustable air

mattress system assembly that is adjustable for a high profile and low profile air mattress. The

‘554 Patent also describes an adjustable air mattress bed system with two separate sleeping

surfaces that can be individually elevated, for instance when one person wants to read in bed

while the sleeping partner wishes to sleep. The ‘554 Patent also describes an adjustable air

mattress bed system assembly that allows the air bladder within the mattress to extend across the

entire sleeping surface without loss of stability to either the mattress or the user.

C. Foreign Counterparts to the ‘S54Patent

36. In accordance with Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(v), on information and belief,

there are no foreign patents or foreign patent applications to the ’554 Patent. On information and

belief, there are no foreign patent applications corresponding to the ‘S54 Patent that have been

denied, abandoned, or withdrawn.

D. Licensees of the ‘554 Patent

37. There are no licensees to the ‘554 Patent.

VI. UNFAIR ACTS OF PROPOSED RESPONDENTS -—INFRINGEMENT OF THE
‘848 PATENT

38. The proposed Respondents infringe directly and/or indirectly (contributory

infringement), either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents, claims l, 3, 4, 5, 6, l0, l4, and

24 of the ‘848 patent.

39. All proposed Respondents have actual notice of their infringement of the ‘848

Patent at least by prior written notice. .

40. Infringement chart comparing claims of the ’848 Patent to a Personal Comfort

brand A6 air mattress bed system, believed to be representative, for the purposes of an

ll



infringement analysis of the ‘848 Patent, of all of Respondents’ accused products. See Exhibit

16 and Confidential Exhibit 29.

41. On information and belief, proposed Respondents American National, Personal

Comfort, and Elements and Rest sell infringing products to customers in the United States under

the brands Instant Comfort, Personal Comfort, and ReST, respectively. Exhibits 7, 10, 11, and

13.

42. On information and belief, each of the proposed Respondents advertises the

infringing Accused Products to customers in the United States. Exhibits 7, 10, ll, and 13.

43. On information and belief, each of the proposed Respondents contributes to its

consumers’ infringement of the asserted claims of the ’848 Patent by providing the kit, with

instructions, for the customer to construct the infringing air mattress bed systems. Exhibits 17,

18, 19, and 20. On information and belief, the proposed Respondents provide at least the

infringing product and instruct consumers on its use with the specific intent of contributing to the

infringement of the ’848 Patent. Exhibits 17, 18, 19, and 20.

44. ‘On information and belief, the proposed Respondents contribute to the

infringement of the asserted claims of the ’848 Patent by selling and offering for sale the material

components of the infringing air mattress bed system, which are specially made or specially

adapted for use in an infringing manner and are not staple articles or commodities suitable for a

substantial, non-infringing use.

VII. UNFAIR ACTS OF PROPOSED RESPONDENTS - INFRINGEMENT OF THE
‘S54PATENT

45. Proposed Respondents Elements and Rest infringe directly and/or indirectly

(contributory infringement), either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents, claims 1, 5, 6,

16, 19, 20, 22, 24, and 26 of the ‘554 Patent. Proposed Respondents Personal Comfort and
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American National infringe directly and/or indirectly (contributory infringement), either literally

or under the doctrine of equivalents, claims 19, 20, and 24 of the ‘554 Patent.

46. Each of the proposed Respondents has actual notice of its infringement of the

‘554 Patent at least by prior Written notice. ‘

47. An infringement chart compares the asserted independent claims of the ’554

Patent to a Personal Comfort A6 air mattress bed system, believed to be representative, for the _

purposes of an infringement analysis of the ‘S54 Patent, of all of Respondents’ Flex Head or

Split Top accused products. See Exhibit 21 and Confidential Exhibit 29.

48. On infonnation and belief, proposed Respondents American National, Personal

Comfort, and Elements and Rest sell infringing products to customers in the United States under

the brands Instant Comfort Flex Head, Personal Comfort Flex Head, and ReST Split King,

respectively. Exhibits 7, 10, 11, 13, and 15.

49. On information and belief, each of the proposed Respondents advertises the

infringing Accused Products to customers in the United States. Exhibits 7, 10, 11, 13, and 15.

50. On information and belief, each of the proposed Respondents contributes to its

consumers’ infringement of the asserted claims of the ’554 Patent by providing the kit, with

instructions, for the customer to construct the infringing air mattress bed systems. Exhibits 17,

18, 19, and 20. On information and belief, the proposed Respondents provide at least the

infringing product and instruct consumers on its use with the specific intent of contributing to the

infringement of the ’554 Patent. Exhibits 17, 18, 19, and 20.

51. On information and belief, the proposed Respondents contribute to the

infringement of the asserted claims of the ’554 Patent by selling and offering for sale the material

components of the infringing air mattress bed system, which are specially made or specially
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adapted for use in an infringing manner and are not staple articles or commodities suitable for a

substantial, non-infringing use.

VIII. SPECIFIC INSTANCE OF IMPORTATION AND SALE FOR IMPORTATION

A. Elements and Rest A

52. Elements and Rest sells within the United States alter importation the Accused

Products, including the Prevail and ReST brand air mattress bed systems, which are believed to

be constructed from the imported components listed in the PIERS report, Exhibit 8 and shown in

Exhibit ll. See also Confidential Exhibit 29. As shown in the PIERS report rubber air

chambers are imported into the United States from China.

B. Personal Comfort

53. Personal Comfort imports and/or sells within the United States after importation

the Accused Products, including the Personal Comfort brand air mattress bed systems. As shown

in Exhibit 22 and the PIERS report in Exhibit 8, rubber air chambers are imported into the

United States from China.

C. American National

54. American National imports and/or sells within the United States after importation

the Accused Products, including the Instant-Comfort brand air mattress bed systems. As shown

in the PIERS report (Exhibit 8), rubber air chambers are imported into the United States from

China and these rubber air chambers are a material component of the air mattress bed system and

are used by American National to manufacture the Respondents’ accused products.

IX. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE INFORMATION

55. Upon information and belief, the Accused Products, and components thereof have

been imported into the United States under heading and subheading 40l6.99.6050. The HTS
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number is illustrative only and not intended to restrict the accused products and/or the scope of

this investigation.

X. RELATED LITIGATION

56. The ‘554 Patent has been asserted in the United Stated International Trade

Commission, Investigation No. 337-TA-971. Certain claims of the ‘554 Patent are asserted

against Sizewise Rentals LLC, American National Manufacturing Inc., and Dires LLC. That

investigation is at the end stages of fact discovery, with fact discovery scheduled to close on

April 27, 2016. An evidentiary hearing is scheduled to begin on August 8, 2016. The claims of

the ‘S54 Patent asserted against Dires LLC and American National Manufacturing Inc. in this

complaint are not asserted in Investigation No. 337-TA-971.

57. The ‘848 Patent has not been asserted in any court or agency litigation or

administrative proceeding and is not the subject of any court or agency litigation or

administrative proceedings.

58. There are no other court or agency litigation or any administrative proceedings.

XI. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY RELATING T0 THE ’848AND ‘S54PATENTS

59. A domestic industry exists for the purposes of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2) and (3). As

defined in 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(A), Select Comfort and its wholly-owned subsidiary

Comfortaire make significant investment in plant and equipment; as defined under 19 U.S.C. §

1337(a)(3)(B), make significant investment in the employment of labor and capital; and as

defined in l9 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(C), make substantial investment in the exploitation of the ‘848

and ‘S54 patents through engineering and research and development relating to air mattress

systems and components thereof.

60. At least one of Select Comfort’s products (“Select Comfort Domestic Products”)

and at least one of Comfortaire’s products (“Cornfortaire Domestic Products”) (collectively
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“Domestic Products”) practice one or more claims of the ‘848 Patent. See Confidential Exhibits

23 and 25.

61. At least one of Select C0mfort‘s products (“Select Comfort Domestic Products”)

and at least one of Comfortaire’s products (“Comfortaire Domestic Products”) (collectively

“Domestic Products”) practice one or more claims of the ‘554 patent. See Confidential Exhibits

24 and 26.

A. Technical Prong

62. Select Comfort manufactures, assembles, and sells the Select Comfort Domestic

Products in the United States.

63. A claim chart illustrating how a Select Comfort product practices an exemplary

claim of the ‘848 patent is attached as Confidential Exhibit 23.

64. A claim chart illustrating how a Select Comfort product practices an exemplary

claim of the ‘554 patent is attached as Confidential Exhibit 24.

65. Comfortaire also manufactures, assembles, and sells the Comfortaire Domestic

Products in the United States. i

66. A claim chart illustrating how a Comfortaire product practices an exemplary

claim of the ‘848 patent is attached as Confidential Exhibit 25.

67. A claim chart illustrating how a Comfortaire product practices an exemplary

claim of the ‘554 patent is attached as Confidential Exhibit 26.

68. Complainants have focused this complaint on the product illustrated in

Confidential Exhibits 23 to 26 for convenience only, and reserve the right to rely on additional

products.

B. Economic Prong

69. Select Comfort is an established American company founded in 1987. Select
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Comfort is a designer, manufacturer, marketer, retailer, and servicer of high-quality

imiovative and individualized sleep solutions and services, including the well-known Sleep

Number® bed. In 1998 Select Comfort became a publically traded company on the

NASDAQ stock market under the symbol SCSS.

70. Comfortaire is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Select Comfort. Comfortaire

designs, engineers and manufactures air mattress bed systems.

71. The patented technology includes adjustable air mattress systems, including split

top individually elevatable mattresses. Select Comfort and Comfortaire implement the patented

technology in their respective Domestic Products. See Confidential Exhibits 23 to 26.

72. Select Comfort’s domestic activities with respect to the Domestic Products are

significant and substantial and rapidly growing. Today, Select Comfort has four facilities

throughout the United States, including its headquarters and a research and development center

in Minneapolis and two manufacturing plants, one in Utah and one in South Carolina.

Confidential Exhibit 27; Exhibits 30 and 32. Select Comfort has invested significantly in the

acquisition and maintenance of equipment used to engineer and manufacture the Sleep Number

bed systems, including the Select Comfort Domestic Products. Id. Select Comfort employs

thousands of individuals in the United States in relation to the design, engineering, research and

development, manufacture, marketing, and sale of the Sleep Number® bed systems, including

the Select Comfort Domestic Products. Id. Select Comfort invests substantially in the design,

engineering, and research and development of the Sleep Number® bed systems, including the

Domestic Products. Id.

73. Comfortaire’s domestic activities with respect to the Comfortaire Domestic

Products are significant and substantial and rapidly growing. Today, Comfortaire has two
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facilities throughout the United States, including its headquarters and manufacturing plant in

South Carolina. Confidential Exhibit 28. Comfortaire has invested significantly in the

acquisition and maintenance of equipment used to engineer and manufacture adjustable air

mattress bed systems, including the Comfortaire Domestic Products. Id. Comfortaire employs a

significant number of individuals in the United States in relation to the engineering, manufacture,

marketing, and sale of the Comfortaire Domestic Products. Id. Comfortaire invests substantially

in the engineering and research and development of the Comfortaire Domestic Products. Id.

XII. REQUEST FOR RELIEF

74. WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Complainants Select Comfort

Corporation and Select Comfort SC Corporation request that the Commission:

a. Institute an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to Respondents’ violations of Section

337 based on the unlawful importation into the United States, the sale for importation

into the United States, and/or the sale within the United States after importation of certain

air mattress bed systems and components thereof which infringe U.S. Patent No.

6,804,848;

b. Institute an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to Respondents’ violations of Section

337 based on the unlawful importation into the United States, the sale for importation

into the United States, and/or the sale within the United States after importation of certain

air mattress systems and related peripheral equipment which infringe U.S. Patent No.

7,389,554;

c. Set a target date of no more than fourteen months;
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d. Schedule and conduct an expedited hearing on the unlawful acts for the

purpose of receiving evidence and hearing argument conceming whether there has been a

violation of Section 337, and following the hearing, determine that there has been a

violation of Section 337;

e. Issue a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to l9 U.S.C. §

l337(d), excluding from entry into the United States and sale within the United States

certain air mattress systems and components thereof, which infringe one or more claims

ofU.S. Patent No. 6,804,848;

f. Issue a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §

1337(d), excluding from entry into the United States and sale within the United States

certain air mattress systems and components thereof, which infringe one or more claims

of U.S. Patent No. 7,389,554;

g. Issue cease and desist orders pursuant to l9 U.S.C. § l337(f) directing the

Respondents and their successors, affiliates, subsidiaries, and assigns to cease and desist

from engaging in the unlawful importation, sale for importation, marketing (including via

the Internet or electronic mail), offering for sale (including via the Internet and electronic

mail), distribution for sale after importation (or otherwise transferring within the United

States), testing, demonstrating, installing, servicing and providing or offering marketing,

sales, or any engineering or technical support services, and warehousing of certain air

mattress systems and components thereof, which infringe one or more claims of U.S.

Patent No. 6,804,848; _

h. lssue cease and desist orders pursuant to l9 U.S.C. § l337(f) directing the

Proposed Respondents and their successors, affiliates, subsidiaries, and assigns to cease
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Dated:

and desist from engaging in the unlawful importation, sale for importation, marketing

(including via the Internet or electronic mail), offering for sale (including via the Intemet

and electronic mail), distribution for sale after importation (or otherwise transferring

Withinthe United States), testing, demonstrating, installing, servicing and providing or

offering marketing, sales, or any engineering or technical support services, and

warehousing of certain air mattress systems and related peripheral equipment, which

infringe one or more claims of U.S. Patent No. 7,389,554;

i. Impose a bond upon Respondents who continue to import infringing

articles during the 60-day Presidential Review period per 19 U.S.C. § 1337(1);and

j. Issue such other and further relief as the Commission deems just and

proper under the law, based upon the facts determined by the investigation and the

authority of the Commission.

Zblb Respectfullysubmitted,

ecia J. e s

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
1200 Seventeenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 663-8025
Fax: (202 663-8000

Callie A. Bjurstrom
Steve Moore
Nicole S. Cunningham
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
501 West Broadway, Suite 1100
San Diego, CA 92101-3575
Tel: (619) 234-5000
Fax: (619)236-1995
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